{"id":3767,"date":"2020-05-16T03:39:39","date_gmt":"2020-05-16T03:39:39","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?p=3767"},"modified":"2020-05-16T03:39:39","modified_gmt":"2020-05-16T03:39:39","slug":"may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html","title":{"rendered":"[May-2020-New]Free Microsoft 207Q AZ-900 PDF and VCE Dumps Braindump2go Offer(170-182)"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><font color=\"#ff0000\" size=\"5\"><u>May\/2020 New Braindump2go AZ-900 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new AZ-900 Exam Questions!<\/u><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 170<br \/>This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.<br \/>All Azure services that are in public preview are provided without any documentation.<br \/>Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select \u201cNo change is needed\u201d. If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct.<\/p>\n<p>A.    No change is needed<br \/>B.    only configurable from Azure CLI<br \/>C.    excluded from the Service Level Agreements<br \/>D.    only configurable from the Azure portal<\/p>\n<p><!--more--><\/p>\n<p>Answer: C<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Preview features are made available to you on the condition that you accept additional terms which supplement the regular Azure terms. The supplemental terms state:<br \/>&#8220;PREVIEWS ARE PROVIDED &#8220;AS-IS,&#8221; &#8220;WITH ALL FAULTS,&#8221; AND &#8220;AS AVAILABLE,&#8221; AND ARE EXCLUDED FROM THE SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS AND LIMITED WARRANTY.&#8221; References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/legal\/preview-supplemental-terms\/\">https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/legal\/preview-supplemental-terms\/<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 171<br \/>What is guaranteed in an Azure Service Level Agreement (SLA) for virtual machines?<\/p>\n<p>A.    uptime<br \/>B.    feature availability<br \/>C.    bandwidth<br \/>D.    performance<\/p>\n<p>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>The SLA for virtual machines guarantees `uptime&#8217;. The amount of uptime guaranteed depends on factors such as whether the VMs are in an availability set or availability zone if there is more than one VM, the distribution of the VMs if there is more than one or the disk type if it is a single VM.<br \/>The SLA for Virtual Machines states:<br \/>For all Virtual Machines that have two or more instances deployed across two or more Availability<br \/>Zones in the same Azure region, we guarantee you will have Virtual Machine Connectivity to at least one instance at least 99.99% of the time.<br \/>For all Virtual Machines that have two or more instances deployed in the same Availability Set or in the same Dedicated Host Group, we guarantee you will have Virtual Machine Connectivity to at least one instance at least 99.95% of the time.<br \/>For any Single Instance Virtual Machine using Premium SSD or Ultra Disk for all Operating System Disks and Data Disks, we guarantee you will have Virtual Machine Connectivity of at least 99.9%.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-us\/support\/legal\/sla\/summary\/\">https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-us\/support\/legal\/sla\/summary\/<\/a><br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-us\/support\/legal\/sla\/virtual-machines\/v1_9\/\">https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-us\/support\/legal\/sla\/virtual-machines\/v1_9\/<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 172<br \/>This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. <br \/>An Azure service is available to all Azure customers when it is in public preview.<br \/>Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select \u201cNo change is needed\u201d. If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. <\/p>\n<p>A.    No change is needed.<br \/>B.    private preview<br \/>C.    development<br \/>D.    an Enterprise Agreement (EA) subscription<\/p>\n<p>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Public Preview means that the service is in public beta and can be tried out by anyone with an Azure subscription. Services in public preview are often offered at a discount price.<br \/>Public previews are excluded from SLAs and in some cases, no support is offered.<br \/>Incorrect Answers:<br \/>B: Services in private preview are available only to selected people who has signed up to the private preview program.<br \/>C: Services in development are not available to the public.<br \/>D: Services provided under an Enterprise Agreement (EA) subscription are available only to the subscription owner.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/www.neowin.net\/news\/several-more-azure-services-now-available-in-private-public-preview\/\">https:\/\/www.neowin.net\/news\/several-more-azure-services-now-available-in-private-public-preview\/<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 173<br \/>Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.<br \/>After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in the review screen.<br \/>Your company plans to purchase an Azure subscription.<br \/>The company&#8217;s support policy states that the Azure environment must provide an option to access support engineers by phone or email.<br \/>You need to recommend which support plan meets the support policy requirement.<br \/>Solution: Recommend a Basic support plan.<br \/>Does this meet the goal?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Yes<br \/>B.    No<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>The Basic support plan does not have any technical support for engineers.<br \/>Access to Support Engineers via email or phone is available in the following support plans: Premier, Professional Direct and standard.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/\">https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 174<br \/>Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.<br \/>After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in the review screen.<br \/>Your company plans to purchase an Azure subscription.<br \/>The company&#8217;s support policy states that the Azure environment must provide an option to access support engineers by phone or email.<br \/>You need to recommend which support plan meets the support policy requirement.<br \/>Solution: Recommend a Standard support plan.<br \/>Does this meet the goal?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Yes<br \/>B.    No<\/p>\n<p>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>The Standard, Professional Direct, and Premier support plans have technical support for engineers via email and phone.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/\">https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 175<br \/>Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.<br \/>After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in the review screen.<br \/>Your company plans to purchase an Azure subscription.<br \/>The company&#8217;s support policy states that the Azure environment must provide an option to access support engineers by phone or email.<br \/>You need to recommend which support plan meets the support policy requirement.<br \/>Solution: Recommend a Premier support plan.<br \/>Does this meet the goal?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Yes<br \/>B.    No<\/p>\n<p>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>The Standard, Professional Direct, and Premier support plans have technical support for engineers via email and phone.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/\">https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 176<br \/>Your company plans to request an architectural review of an Azure environment from Microsoft.<br \/>The company currently has a Basic support plan.<br \/>You need to recommend a new support plan for the company. The solution must minimize costs.<br \/>Which support plan should you recommend?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Premier<br \/>B.    Developer<br \/>C.    Professional Direct<br \/>D.    Standard<\/p>\n<p>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>The Premier support plan provides customer specific architectural support such as design reviews, performance tuning, configuration and implementation assistance delivered by Microsoft Azure technical specialists.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/\">https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 177<br \/>What is required to use Azure Cost Management?<\/p>\n<p>A.    a Dev\/Test subscription<br \/>B.    Software Assurance<br \/>C.    an Enterprise Agreement (EA)<br \/>D.    a pay-as-you-go subscription<\/p>\n<p>Answer: C<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Azure customers with an Azure Enterprise Agreement (EA), Microsoft Customer Agreement (MCA), or Microsoft Partner Agreement (MPA) can use Azure Cost Management.<br \/>Cost management is the process of effectively planning and controlling costs involved in your business.<br \/>Cost management tasks are normally performed by finance, management, and app teams. Azure Cost Management + Billing helps organizations plan with cost in mind. It also helps to analyze costs effectively and take action to optimize cloud spending.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/azure\/cost-management\/overview-cost-mgt\">https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/azure\/cost-management\/overview-cost-mgt<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 178<br \/>This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. <br \/>Your Azure trial account expired last week. You are now unable to create additional Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) user accounts. <br \/>Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select \u201cNo change is needed\u201d. If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. <\/p>\n<p>A.    No change is needed<br \/>B.    start an existing Azure virtual machine<br \/>C.    access your data stored in Azure<br \/>D.    access the Azure portal<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>A stopped (deallocated) VM is offline and not mounted on an Azure host server. Starting a VM mounts the VM on a host server before the VM starts. As soon as the VM is mounted, it becomes chargeable. For this reason, you are unable to start a VM after a trial has expired.<br \/>Incorrect Answers:<br \/>A: You are not charged for Azure Active Directory user accounts so you can continue to create accounts.<br \/>C: You can access data that is already stored in Azure.<br \/>D: You can access the Azure Portal. You can also reactivate and upgrade the expired subscription in the portal.<\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 179<br \/>Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.<br \/>After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in the review screen.<br \/>Your company plans to purchase an Azure subscription.<br \/>The company&#8217;s support policy states that the Azure environment must provide an option to access support engineers by phone or email.<br \/>You need to recommend which support plan meets the support policy requirement.<br \/>Solution: Recommend a Professional Direct support plan.<br \/>Does this meet the goal?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Yes<br \/>B.    No<\/p>\n<p>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>The Basic support plan does not have any technical support for engineers.<br \/>The Developer support plan has only technical support for engineers via email.<br \/>The Standard, Professional Direct, and Premier support plans have technical support for engineers via email and phone.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/\">https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-gb\/support\/plans\/<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 180<br \/>Your company has 10 departments.<br \/>The company plans to implement an Azure environment.<br \/>You need to ensure that each department can use a different payment option for the Azure services it consumes.<br \/>What should you create for each department?<\/p>\n<p>A.    a reservation<br \/>B.    a subscription<br \/>C.    a resource group<br \/>D.    a container instance<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>There are different payment options in Azure including pay-as-you-go (PAYG), Enterprise Agreement (EA), and Microsoft Customer Agreement (MCA) accounts.<br \/>Your Azure costs are `per subscription&#8217;. You are charged monthly for all resources in a subscription.<br \/>Therefore, to use different payment options per department, you will need to create a separate subscription per department. You can create multiple subscriptions in a single Azure Active Directory tenant.<br \/>Incorrect Answers:<br \/>A: A reservation is where you commit to a resource (for example a virtual machine) for one or three years.<br \/>This gives you a discounted price on the resource for the reservation period. Reservations do not provide a way to use different payment options per department.<br \/>C: A resource group is a logical container for Azure resources. You can view the total cost of all the resources in a resource group. However, resource groups do not provide a way to use different payment options per department.<br \/>D: A container instance is an Azure resource used to run an application. Container instances do not provide a way to use different payment options per department.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/cost-management-billing\/manage\/create-subscription\">https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/cost-management-billing\/manage\/create-subscription<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 181<br \/>Which statement accurately describes the Modern Lifecycle Policy for Azure services?<\/p>\n<p>A.    Microsoft provides mainstream support for a service for five years.<br \/>B.    Microsoft provides a minimum of 12 months&#8217; notice before ending support for a service.<br \/>C.    After a service is made generally available, Microsoft provides support for the service for a minimum of four years.<br \/>D.    When a service is retired, you can purchase extended support for the service for up to five years.<\/p>\n<p>Answer: B<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>For products governed by the Modern Lifecycle Policy, Microsoft will provide a minimum of 12 months&#8217; notification prior to ending support if no successor product or service is offered&#8211;excluding free services or preview releases.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/support.microsoft.com\/en-us\/help\/30881\/modern-lifecycle-policy\">https:\/\/support.microsoft.com\/en-us\/help\/30881\/modern-lifecycle-policy<\/a><\/p>\n<p>QUESTION 182<br \/>This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.<br \/>You can use Advisor recommendations in Azure to send email alerts when the cost of the current billing period for an Azure subscription exceeds a specified limit.<br \/>Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select \u201cNo change is needed.\u201d If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct.<\/p>\n<p>A.    No change is needed.<br \/>B.    Access control (IAM)<br \/>C.    Budget alerts<br \/>D.    Compliance<\/p>\n<p>Answer: C<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Budget alerts notify you when spending, based on usage or cost, reaches or exceeds the amount defined in the alert condition of the budget. Cost Management budgets are created using the Azure portal or the Azure Consumption API.<br \/>References:<br \/><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/cost-management-billing\/costs\/cost-mgt-alerts-monitor-usage-spending\">https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/cost-management-billing\/costs\/cost-mgt-alerts-monitor-usage-spending<\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font color=\"#ff0000\" size=\"6\"><u><\/p>\n<hr>\n<p>Resources From:<\/u><\/font><\/strong><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">1.2020 Latest Braindump2go AZ-900 Exam Dumps (PDF &amp; VCE) Free Share:<br \/><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/az-900.html\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/az-900.html<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">2.2020 Latest Braindump2go AZ-900 PDF and AZ-900 VCE Dumps Free Share:<br \/><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/13_1lErEE0LMey9KuTE7W2HPiiIw3ymgP?usp=sharing\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/13_1lErEE0LMey9KuTE7W2HPiiIw3ymgP?usp=sharing<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">3.2020 Free Braindump2go AZ-900 PDF Download:<br \/><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-Dumps(119-129).pdf\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-Dumps(119-129).pdf<\/font><\/strong><\/a><br \/><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-PDF(130-140).pdf\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-PDF(130-140).pdf<\/font><\/strong><\/a><br \/><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-PDF-Dumps(152-162).pdf\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-PDF-Dumps(152-162).pdf<\/font><\/strong><\/a><br \/><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-VCE(141-151).pdf\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-VCE(141-151).pdf<\/font><\/strong><\/a><br \/><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-VCE-Dumps(163-174).pdf\"><strong><font size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/free-online-pdf\/AZ-900-VCE-Dumps(163-174).pdf<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">Free Resources from Braindump2go,We Devoted to Helping You 100% Pass All Exams!<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>May\/2020 New Braindump2go AZ-900 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new AZ-900 Exam Questions!<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":1,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"closed","ping_status":"open","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":{"footnotes":""},"categories":[3113,3114,3115,3116,2],"tags":[3122,3123,3576,3119,3120,3121,3117],"yoast_head":"<!-- This site is optimized with the Yoast SEO plugin v22.2 - https:\/\/yoast.com\/wordpress\/plugins\/seo\/ -->\n<title>[May-2020-New]Free Microsoft 207Q AZ-900 PDF and VCE Dumps Braindump2go Offer(170-182) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps<\/title>\n<meta name=\"robots\" content=\"index, follow, max-snippet:-1, max-image-preview:large, max-video-preview:-1\" \/>\n<link rel=\"canonical\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:locale\" content=\"en_US\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:type\" content=\"article\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:title\" content=\"[May-2020-New]Free Microsoft 207Q AZ-900 PDF and VCE Dumps Braindump2go Offer(170-182) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:description\" content=\"May\/2020 New Braindump2go AZ-900 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new AZ-900 Exam Questions!\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:url\" content=\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:site_name\" content=\"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:published_time\" content=\"2020-05-16T03:39:39+00:00\" \/>\n<meta name=\"author\" content=\"admin\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:card\" content=\"summary_large_image\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:label1\" content=\"Written by\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data1\" content=\"admin\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:label2\" content=\"Est. reading time\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data2\" content=\"11 minutes\" \/>\n<script type=\"application\/ld+json\" class=\"yoast-schema-graph\">{\"@context\":\"https:\/\/schema.org\",\"@graph\":[{\"@type\":\"WebPage\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html\",\"name\":\"[May-2020-New]Free Microsoft 207Q AZ-900 PDF and VCE Dumps Braindump2go Offer(170-182) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\",\"isPartOf\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website\"},\"datePublished\":\"2020-05-16T03:39:39+00:00\",\"dateModified\":\"2020-05-16T03:39:39+00:00\",\"author\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e\"},\"breadcrumb\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html#breadcrumb\"},\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"ReadAction\",\"target\":[\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html\"]}]},{\"@type\":\"BreadcrumbList\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html#breadcrumb\",\"itemListElement\":[{\"@type\":\"ListItem\",\"position\":1,\"name\":\"Home\",\"item\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/\"},{\"@type\":\"ListItem\",\"position\":2,\"name\":\"[May-2020-New]Free Microsoft 207Q AZ-900 PDF and VCE Dumps Braindump2go Offer(170-182)\"}]},{\"@type\":\"WebSite\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/\",\"name\":\"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\",\"description\":\"Braindump2go Latest and Hottest Dumps with PDF and VCE are free Shared Here!\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"SearchAction\",\"target\":{\"@type\":\"EntryPoint\",\"urlTemplate\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?s={search_term_string}\"},\"query-input\":\"required name=search_term_string\"}],\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\"},{\"@type\":\"Person\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e\",\"name\":\"admin\",\"image\":{\"@type\":\"ImageObject\",\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g\",\"contentUrl\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g\",\"caption\":\"admin\"},\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/author\/admin\"}]}<\/script>\n<!-- \/ Yoast SEO plugin. -->","yoast_head_json":{"title":"[May-2020-New]Free Microsoft 207Q AZ-900 PDF and VCE Dumps Braindump2go Offer(170-182) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","robots":{"index":"index","follow":"follow","max-snippet":"max-snippet:-1","max-image-preview":"max-image-preview:large","max-video-preview":"max-video-preview:-1"},"canonical":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html","og_locale":"en_US","og_type":"article","og_title":"[May-2020-New]Free Microsoft 207Q AZ-900 PDF and VCE Dumps Braindump2go Offer(170-182) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","og_description":"May\/2020 New Braindump2go AZ-900 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new AZ-900 Exam Questions!","og_url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html","og_site_name":"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","article_published_time":"2020-05-16T03:39:39+00:00","author":"admin","twitter_card":"summary_large_image","twitter_misc":{"Written by":"admin","Est. reading time":"11 minutes"},"schema":{"@context":"https:\/\/schema.org","@graph":[{"@type":"WebPage","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html","name":"[May-2020-New]Free Microsoft 207Q AZ-900 PDF and VCE Dumps Braindump2go Offer(170-182) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","isPartOf":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website"},"datePublished":"2020-05-16T03:39:39+00:00","dateModified":"2020-05-16T03:39:39+00:00","author":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e"},"breadcrumb":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html#breadcrumb"},"inLanguage":"en-US","potentialAction":[{"@type":"ReadAction","target":["https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html"]}]},{"@type":"BreadcrumbList","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/may-2020-newfree-microsoft-207q-az-900-pdf-and-vce-dumps-braindump2go-offer170-182.html#breadcrumb","itemListElement":[{"@type":"ListItem","position":1,"name":"Home","item":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/"},{"@type":"ListItem","position":2,"name":"[May-2020-New]Free Microsoft 207Q AZ-900 PDF and VCE Dumps Braindump2go Offer(170-182)"}]},{"@type":"WebSite","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/","name":"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","description":"Braindump2go Latest and Hottest Dumps with PDF and VCE are free Shared Here!","potentialAction":[{"@type":"SearchAction","target":{"@type":"EntryPoint","urlTemplate":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?s={search_term_string}"},"query-input":"required name=search_term_string"}],"inLanguage":"en-US"},{"@type":"Person","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e","name":"admin","image":{"@type":"ImageObject","inLanguage":"en-US","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/","url":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g","contentUrl":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g","caption":"admin"},"url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/author\/admin"}]}},"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/3767"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/1"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=3767"}],"version-history":[{"count":1,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/3767\/revisions"}],"predecessor-version":[{"id":3768,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/3767\/revisions\/3768"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=3767"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=3767"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=3767"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
